
A Long and Eerie Night 

Something is lurking in the darkness, waiting to drag victims to an unspeakable fate.  You and your 

friends have gathered in the vain hope that you can find safety, but deep down you all know that 

something is stalking the shadows, watching your every move. 

A Long and Eerie Night is a story game of collaborative horror.  The players describe fleeting glimpses 

and odd sounds in the darkness, explore the weird lore associated with the creature, and lament the 

fate of other victims, all the while working to build an atmosphere of suspense as the killer hides nearby, 

grabbing victims when the opportunity arises.  It's unclear who or what is menacing the group, but as 

the night wears on they come to realize that not everyone will survive. 

You need to do two things before you play.  Grab a set of double-six dominoes.  Then look around. The 

area where you are playing is the setting for the game. 

Each turn a player draws a bone from the facedown pile without letting the others see the numbers.  

The higher number determines what she will narrates:   

One or six:  the fate of a victim 
Two or five:  a piece of lore   
Three or four:  a sighting 
 

Sightings give the player a chance to describe something happening around the circle of players as the 
game unfolds—a heard sound coming from the stairs, for example, or an elusive flash of movement 
behind a tree—that hints that the threat is getting closer.  The player tells the others about what she's 
noticed, using her surroundings as a basis.  The tone and style can vary quite a bit, ranging from casual 
remarks ("Did you guys just hear something outside?") to over-the-top terror ("Something just touched 
my arm!"). 
 
The killer is creeping just out of sight.  If anyone draws doubles, though, the creature snatches the 

victim.  Any players dragged into the darkness have a chance to quickly describe what's happening, call 

for help, or give a horrified cry.  Once they are out of the game it is perfectly acceptable for players 

who've been snatched to try to scare the others. 

There are two instances when you should treat doubles as a normal draw and just read the number.  

The killer can't grab any victims during the very first turn.  In addition, it needs time to plot its next 

move.  If anyone draws doubles on the turn immediately after an attack just use the number to 

determine what the player describes. 

The game continues until only one player remains—a shell-shocked survivor who sees the first traces of 

dawn.   
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